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here are places in the world that are neither
here nor there, neither up nor down, neither
real nor imaginary. These are the inbetween places, dvficult to filtd and even more
challenging to sustain. Yet they are the most
fruitful places of all. For in these liminal narrows a
kind of life takes place that is out of the ordinary,
creative, and once in a while, genuinely magical.
We tend to divide life between mind and matter and
to ussume that we must be in one or the other or
both. But religion and folklore tell of another place
that is often focrnd by accident, where strange
ewnrs take place, and where we learn things that
can P be discovered in any other way.
Thomas Moore

In the sunlmer of 1973, several professors from the
former Department of Secotldary Education at Northern Illinois University discussed the possibility for an
educalion j ournal that unjtcd secondary school practitioners and university professors in dialog. They lalkcd
about problems, experiments. research. and new
developments. T h ~ group,
s
under the leadership of Dr.
Leonard Pourchnt, proceeded to elect a board of
directors, establish a non-prnfit foundat ion, solic~t
charter members, elect a managerial staff, and set the
wheel? in motion for a long range goal of publishing the
first issue of Tl~,;).<holli.~
it1 Secondary Education in
February. 1973 (Maple, 1975). Thirty years later thc
College of Education attd the Tltresholds in Education
Board stilt carry on this etidzavor.
The word '-thrcsholds" bcst rcprcscntcd the
intention to explore ideas arid share viewpoints which
could lead to new educational advances while respecting achieved values and knowledge bases. The
Threxhold~in Seuondury Education journal would
stimulate thinking, influence education practices, inform,
and inspire (Pourchot, 1975).
Over the years, Thresholds has broadened its
focus beyond secondary education to include dialogue
between educational theorists and practitioners from
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diverse locations. In 1977, the journal was retitled
Thresholds in Educution. Today it remains dedicated
to the examinallon and exploration of new educational
inquiries, theories, viewpoints, and program innovations.
The title of the journal was well chosen and more
than ever is relevant 10 he needed fon~rnamong
educators in thest: comp1c.r limes. The Ihreshold is a
structure familiar tn all cultures frc1111ancicnt timcs.
Taker1 literally, ~t is the traverse heat11of a doorframe.
Rut it also stands as a metaphor for muvine through
time, place, and process. Threshulds are crossing-over
places whurc w e venture from the securely known to
the uncbaned spaces. In Native American ~radition,
these are places of power (Bruchac, 2000). To the
ancient Greeks, the threshold was considered to have a
dual nature as both a barrier 3 r d a point uf transfonnation-a duality "embodied in the god Herrnes, who
funclionzd as a guardiat~of thrcshc>ldsand as a guide
for those who crossed them" (Hofftnnn X: Hoffman,
2000, p. 1 I ) . This same idea is found 111 the deity
Legba of West African origins, revered in vodoun, who
inhabits threshold sites including crossroads or intersections. As a divine intercessory, 1,egba serves as a
"guardian of and a guide across thc borders of the
world of the living, the dead, and the IWUS (the gods)"
(Conner, 2000, p. 7 1). Thus, the threshold-a1 ways
located between inside and outside-is "akin to the
Japanese idea of mu, a word variously translated as
inlcrval, gap, space, opening (Thorpe, 2000, p. 98).
Perhaps the freshest meaning is as a symbol of
new beginnings. We are at the threshold of a new
millennium: a place and time that holds a sense of
possibility, peril, and promise. But since we can see
only so far into the future, we may perceive the unknown as a void shadowed with the anxiety that the
unknown can provoke. Guides are therefore always
necessary, As educators, we can become the best
guides of one another.
Such transitional placcs, as Moore describes thzm,
are neither here nor there. . . difficult to find and more
challenging to sustain . . . but these are the very places

1

where we learn things that can't be discovered in any
other way. Thresholds in Edlrcation has sustained
this insight for 30 years, often with difficulty. The
source of its vitality as a guardian of the dialogue
between theorists and practitioners has been its commitment to the integrity nf both kinds of work. Thresholds has also been a guide for those readers who are
crossing over from one level of learning to another:
from theory to practicelpractice to theory.
The journal has remained small and agile. Its
content has been varied, marking points of transition in
the educational landscape. It has examined all dimensions of the educational enterprise. It keeps crossing
over into new territory. It has kept itself open to the
possibilities that were beyond the site ofpresent vision.
This issue continues that openness as the writers lead
us to examine the changing terrain of accountability
imperatives-both the promise and the perils that may
await.
It is with pleasure and pride that we welcome you
to this 30thanniversary year. Our colleagues of 1973

may never have imagined fully the thresholds we would
need to approach and perhaps cross. But their vision
for the journal is still enacted. We pledge 10 you, our
readers, a renewed commitment to maintaining this
journal-a place in time and space for discovery,
discussion and debate. We welcome your comments
and critiques.
-The Thresholds in Education Foundation Roard
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Introduction

Building a Community of Scholars, Teachers,
and Leaders in Service:
The Department of Teaching and
Learning in Context
Kenneth P. King
Northern Illinois University
Joyce M. Lieberman
Northern Illinois University

I

n the classic small book, The Saber- Toolh Curted instructors represent six programs and a variety of
riculum, Harold Benjamin (1 939) relates a tonguespecialties. Composing the articles gave faculty
in-cheek tale of educational change, examining the
members an opportunity to collaborate and, most
conflicts between progressive education and traditional
importantly,to discuss thoughthlly the relationships
approaches. The setting of the story is a Tijuana bar,
among their programs, the other programs in the
and involves a conversation bedepartment, and how the
department's mission and
tween a student, Abner
Peddiwell and h s former profesvision continue to relate to
The various L~ i e c eincluded
s
sor, Raymond Wayne on the napractitioners and students in
here
show
how
theprograms
ture and purpose
of
education.
the field. While the nieces
. .
This therned issue of Threshsubmitted for this issue of
in
Department
~f
olds shares a similar genesis, as
Thresholds in Educalion
Teaching and Learning
a group of NIU faculty memprovide some answers and
are coming t~ terms with
hers were discussing their perinsights, they also pose a
spective on issues in education
number of ongoing questions.
the ongoing movement t#
during a faculty social at a
Broadly conceived, the
embrace a more standardsTi-juana-thernedbar in DeKalb,
articles share a number of
~llinois,during the Pall of 2002.
themes. First and foremost,
based approach to teaching.
.
.
.- . .
.
the various pieces included
Whereas the characters of
Peddiwell and Wayne played
here show how the programs
their roles well, arguing their contrasting positions on
in the Department of Teaching and Learning are
the purpose of education, the Northern Illinois Univercoming to terms with the ongoing movement to emsity faculty members found many areas of commonality brace a more standards-based approach to teaching.
The role of standards in the P-12 setting has been well
in their philosophy. As will be seen in the articles to
documented; at this juncture, faculty and programs in
follow, they share much in their responses to broader
higher education are experiencing many of the same
pressures being brought to bear on education. One
pressures in ways h a t are novel to faculty members.
value of this exercise for the faculty involved has been
In order to understand where we as a department
lo consider the identity of the department as a whole.
are going, it's criticaI to begin with a snapshot of how
A faculty of nearly twenty-five professors and commit-
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we got here. It began in 1983 when the Commission
on Excellence in Education declared that "our nation
was at risk" primarily because "the educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a
rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future
as a nation and a people" (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1 983, p. 1). Over the past two
decades several iterations of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) have been
reauthorized, currently as No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) 2002, and a myriad of seminal reports have
been written to address the "risk from a variety of
perspectives.
A Nation at Rifk changed the nation's focus on
education from an emphasis on "seat time" and quuntip of courses to the quality of cuniculum and instruction and their results. Attention turned to the commonsense notion that student efforts and achievement are
directly affected by expectations set by parents,
teachers, schools, and the society at large (McLaughlin
& Shepard, 1995).
Shortly after our educational system was deemed
"at risk" two reports were released: A Nation Prepared: Teachersfor the 21s' Cenaly by the
Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy (1 986)
and Tomorrow i Teachers: A Report of the Holmes
Group (1986). These reports included recommendations from pre-service teacher preparation and certification through in-service teacher professional development and advanced certification that could be carried
out by a wide range of stakeholders across the educational arena.
Goals 2000: Educate America Act (1 994) continued
the push for systemic reform by encouraging states and
communities to participate in a results-focused comprehensive effort of improving education and ensuring that
all children reach high academic standards: The driving
force being standards-based reform that leads to
improved teaching and learning with the ultimate goal
of high student performance. The National Commission on Teaching & America's Future (NCTAF)
followed with What Matters Most: Teaching for
America b Future (1 996). The key point in this report
was that teacher quality combined with schools organized for success is the number one indicator of
student achievement. This report offered a "blueprint
for recruiting, preparing, and supporting excellent
teachers in all ofAmerica's schools with the knowledge
and skills they need to teach so that all children can

learn . . . [and] the goal of ensuring that all students
had a caring, competent, and qualified teacher for
every child" (p. vi).
The world of education is currently operating under
the most current iteration of the ESEA-NCLB. 'I'his
legislation is pushing for highly qualified teachers in
every classroom by 2005-6. According to NCLH,
teachers are considered to be "highly qualified" if they
( I ) have a bachelor's degree; (2) have full State
Certification; and (3) have demonstrated subject-matter
competence in the area(s) taught (ISBE, 2003).
NCTAF's recently released report, No Dream Denied:
A Pledge 10 America k Children, reiterates the requirements of NCLB and recommendations made in its
earlier report by proposing three strategies: to organize
evcry school for teaching and learning success; to insist
on quality teacher preparation, program accreditation,
and licensure; and to develop and sustain professional
rewarding career paths for teachers from mentored
induction through accomplished teaching.
In Illinois, Northern Illinois University hculty
members have been proactive in addressing these
broader issues within the context of their programs and
the classes they deliver. As the articles show, the
challenges of moving toward a more standards-based
approach to preparing educators are included as an
element of each of the programs and courses delivered
in the Department of Teaching and Learning. Whether
the university students are graduate students or undergraduates, work in regular or special education classrooms, or serve as classroom teachers or school district
administrators, the role of standards looms large. The
article by Professors Liebeman and Wilkins on "The
Education and Future of Curriculum Leadership" lays
out the broad themes currently taking place in their
discipline and provides an hstorical context from where
today's current standards movements have come. The
relationships among NCATE, IPTS, and NPTS-in
conjunction with ISBE standards, NCLB, and Northern
Illinois University's own Conceptual Framework for
Education, as described by Lieberman and Wilkins, are
further developed in detail through the articles submitted by faculty members in the department's other
programs.
Early Childhood Education takes on the challenge
of sharing the philosophical underpinnings of their
discipline--which fall within the standards-based
relationships shared by Lieberman and Wilkins-is
developed in detail by Professors Dunn and Mutuku.
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The stress they place upon the needs of the individual
in their article, "The Promise of Developmentally and
Culturdlly Appropriate Practice in the Global Village,"
resonates appropriately with Dr. Chandler's work
describing her field in "Early Childhood Special Educat iot~."Just as many current advances in science are at
the intersection oftraditional domains of human intercst-such as biology artd physics offering the newer
discipline of biophysics-Pro fcssor Chandler's work
operates at the intersection of early childhood education and special education.
"Special Education in the State of Illi~lois:What's
New?" by Toni VanLaarhoven, Gail Adams. Sharon
Wyland, Lynette Chandler, and Jodi Sticken provides an
overview of the specific challenges then discipline is
accommodating based on not only standards-based
considerations but legal directives as well. Their work
provides an excellent overview of the needs of the
larger public in program development and faculty
research efforts working to inform their practices as
both scholars and teachers.
The article "Science-Technology-Societ y: Promot ing Refom in Elementary Education" by K ~ n gand
Henning offers background on the interdisciplinary
curricular model called Science-Technology-Society.
They examine practices at the key intersection ofthe
university and the public schools as they develop
interdisciplinary cunicu1um with their preservi ce
students. With the current assaults on some parts of
the elementary curriculum (social studie5 being left
behind as a part of NCLB), King and Hemjng examine
how to maintain the important experiences throughout
the curriculum by having students preserve them as
parts of interdisciplinary curriculum.
As the reader will discover. the themes present in
the various articles develvped organically: the initial
intention was to describe Ihe current state of the
practice wilhin the department and to communicate the
mission of lhe department as it was carried out in the
various programs of study. As the pieces were examined in tolal. however, the larger and more urgent issue
of how to function as a scholar in an era of legislated
accountability became more and more evident-and
the parallel challenge of how to "do what is right" for
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the profession despite these demands-was heartening.
We invite you to explore the challenges of teacher
education at the start of the twenty-first century.
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The Evolution and Future of
Curriculum Leadership
Joyce M. Lieberman
Northern Illinois University

ElizabethA Wilkins
M&hern Illinois University

ince the release of A Nation ur Risk in 1983, the
world of teaching and learning has steadily
moved toward a standards-based approach in
three areas: content knowledge for students, assessment, and teacher preparation and professional development. Within Northern Illinois University's Department ofTeaching and Learning, faculty in the Curriculum Leadership graduate program recently revamped
the master's degree to include a Certificate of Graduate Study in Advanced Teaching Practices because of
the increasing need for standards-based professional
development. Since the early 1980s, legislative agendas and reports have reshaped teacher czrt i fcation and
professional development--more so than any other
time in the last century. The purpose of this paper is to
describe the evolution of key pieces of legislation as
well as recommendations from seminal reports that

brought about changes io WIU's curriculum leadership
program, as seen through the lens of the policylchange
cycle.

The ChangeIPolicy Cycle
Change and policy-making is a deliberate process
''that evolves through cycles, with each cycle more or
less bounded, more or less constrained by tirne, funds,
political support, and other events. 11 is also a process
that circles back on itself, iterates the same decision
issue time and again, and often does not come to
c1osure" (Rist, 1 994, p. 546). The five general phases
of change are ini I iat i d a g e n d a setting, policy formulation, policy implementalion, policy evaluation and
accountability, and pol icy change and termination
(Dunn, 1994; Fowler, 2000; Fullm 2001 ;Lester &
Stewart, 1996). What follows is a discussion of each
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phase using the legislative and seminal reports that lead
to the redesign of the master's degree program.

immediately followed. A firion Prepared: Teachers
j;?r the 21" C e t ~ t t t q(Carnegie Forum on Education
and the Economy. 1956) added new ingredients and
flavor t o the "standards-based soup." h order to
Initia tion/Agenda Setting
improve the teaching pro fessiot~.new, more demanding
In recent years, there has been a heightened
standards needed to be set attd accomplished. Overall,
interest in how policy issues get on the agenda and why
the Task Force's recommendations were to attract
some are more likely to get on than others. A number
more able pecvple to teaching, to
of agenda setting models have
prepare them better, and to
been developed since the early
prov~dethem better profes1970s (see Cobb & Elder, 1972;
Since the ear& 1980~,
sional status and corresponding
and Cobb, Ross, & Ross, 1976).
Howcver, the most extensive
legislative agendas and
pay incentives.
In 1986, the Holmes Group,
work on this topic is by Kingdon.
reports have reshaped
unlike
the membership of the
In Agendus, Alternatives,
teacher
certification
and
two
p,,,ou,
commissions. \vas
and Public Policies, Kingdon
(1 995) sought to answer the
professional developmentof
deans
interested in alternative ways
question, "What makes people
in and around government atmore So
any
tirne of involving major research
universities in improving the
in
kist century.
tend, at any given time, to some
subjects and not to others'?" (p.
-- quality of teacher education.
They developed five goals,
1 ). He found that, although the
standards
by which to measure
including
creating
top policy makers are central to agenda setting, they
novice, competent, and high level professionals and
have less control over the agenda's implementation and

the

the alternatives considered. Instead, many groups
mitside of government. including interest groups,
researchers, academics, cot~sultants,media, and the
public are often the ones responsible for generating
alternatives and implernet~tingpolicies. According to
Kjndgon, the formation and refining of policy proposals
is a "primeval soup" in which ideas confront, compete,
and combine with each other, forming con~binationsand
recombinations. In ~ht:early 1980s, the serriinal report,
A Nution ur Risk, started a "standards-based soup"
that would set the agenda for years to come. This
report stated in brief but dramatic, sobering terms:
Our Nation is at risk. . . . If an unfriendly
power had attempted to impose on America the
mediocre educational performance that exists
today, we might well have viewed it as an act
of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to
happen to ourselves. . . .We have, in effect,
been committing an act of unthinking, unilateral
disarmament. (p. 5)

Of the four recommendations cited in the report,
one specifically addressed strengthening the teaching
profession through higher standards for preparation
and professional growth. Many education reports
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other

advocating professional development schools. Both the
Holmes and Carnegie reports considered national
control of the certification process as the best way to
achieve standardized teacher certification. National
certification would provide a forum for increased
participation by professional education organizations in
establishing standards and certification procedures.

Policy k~ormulation
The next stage in the process is policy formulation
"where pertinent and acceptable courses of act ion for
dealing with some particular public problems are
ident if ed and enacted into law" (Lester 8r Stewart,
1996, p. 8 1). When an item has beet1 placed on the
agenda, a number of stakeholders cotne together to
generate alternatives and to choose between them.
The expected result o f policy forn~ulation is a plan
to address an issue. For example, in response to the
recommendations by the Carnegie Forum and the
Holmes Group, the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards (NBPTS) was created in 1987.
The missinn of NBPTS was to establish high and
rigorous standards for what teachers should know and
he able to do and to create a mechanism to assess
accvmplished teaching. As of 2002, NBPTS has
certified 23,930 teachers; 570 in Illino~s.

7

Awlher national initiative, Goals 2000: Educate
America Act ( P I 103-227) (1 994). established educalion goals and standards to be attained through state
and locally planned initiatives. One of the goals speci fically focused on teacher preparation and professional

development.
By the year 2000, the Nation's teaching force
will have access ro programs for the continued
improvement of their professional skilIs and the
opportunity to acquire the knowledge and ski Ils
needed to instruct and prepare all American
students for Ihe next century. (Sec.192 )
Although institutions of higher education were not
direct recip~mlsof federal funds made available
through the law. they were intended to be key players
in the school reform effort. Institutions committed to
working in collaborative partnerships with K-12 schools
received funding.
Two years later, Thc National Comn~issionon
Teaching and America's Future (NC'I'AF) released its
report, Whai Malrers .&lost: Teuching for America j.

drafting the Illinois Framework for Restructuring the
Recruitment, Preparation, Licensurc, and Continuing
PKIfessional Develnptnent of Teachers. The tramework 1nc1udeda standaras-based teacher preparation
and accountability process. a multi-tiered certification
system, professional development expectations for
certificate renewal, induct ion experiences for novice
teachers, and alternative routes to the profession.
Since February, 2000, tcachers entering the profession
are issued initial teaching certificates valid for four
years. Teachorv with four or more years of experience
or a valid teaching certiticate are issued standard
certificates valid for l:ve years. Upon receipt of the
standard czrtificate, thcy must complete and receive
apprcwal nt'a pro fessional develnpniznt plan that
includes goals 10 cornplete activities illat advance the
holder's knowledge and skills consistent with "teacher
standards and content s~andarcis,'state pr~nrityareas,'
[and/or] a school improvc~netltplan in order to maintain
the standard certificate" (ISBE, 200 I , p. 3). For
examplz, they can accumulate eighl semester hours of
coursework from an accredited college or university or

Over the past year, faculty in the Department of Teaching
and Learning 3 Curriculum Leadership program have
begun to stir the "~tandard~c-based
soup. "
--

--

-

-

Furttre. One of the key findi tlgs was that students
have the right to be taught by competent teachers, and
teachers should have the right to high-quality preparation, induction, and professional development. The
report recommended using standards developed by the
NBPTS as the cornerstone for teacher development
and evaluation. Similar to the Holmes Group report,
this approach otTered a connection to teachers' work
with their students, a link to the concrete tasks o f
teaching, a focus on problem-solving. a research base,
and continuation over time through sustained conversations. Ongoing professional development could be
incorporatsd into teachers' daily work through joint
planning, research, curriculum and assessment work,
study groups, and peer coaching.
In 1996, the Illinois State Board of Education
(ISBE) responded to national recommendations by

8

.
-

24 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) 120 Continuing Prclfessional Develop~nent Units or any combinat inn
of the a hove. However, if a teacher completes the
National Board certification process, (s)he will have
sat is fied the requirements for the five-year cert i ficatjon
cycle. The third tier is the Master 'I'eaching Cenificate-this certificate is only issued to teachers who
achieve Nat ionul Board cert ificalion (ISBE, 200 1).
This certificate i s valid for 10 years. as is the certificate
issued by NBPTS.
The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) (2002) is
the latest ingredient added to the "standards-based
soup." The Act is the most sweeping educational
reform since the passage of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) in I 965. [n the area
of professional development, this act recommends that
more focus be placed on increasing the numbers of
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individuals etltcnng the K- 12 teaching profession as
well as offering new opportunities for professional
development for cutTetlt educators ntld administrators.
The LSBE's definition of professional development 1s
aligned with those put tbrth hy the U. S. Department of
Education. Included in this definition is follow-up
training for teachers by forming partnerships with
institutions of higher education to design and implenlent
activities that improve and increase their content
knowledge, thereby helping students meet challenging,
state, academic content standards and student academic achievement standards (ISBE, n.d).

Policy Implementation
Policy implementation is "the stage of the policy
process immediately after the passage of a Iaw . . . in
which various actors, organizations, procedures, and
techniques work together to put adopted policies into
effect in an effort to attain policy or program goals"
(Lester & Stewart, 1 996, p. 97). Over the past year,
faculty in the Department of Teaching and Learning's
Curriculum Leadership program have begun to stir the
"standards-based soup" by developing and implementing a Certif cate of Graduate Study (CGS) in Advanced
Teaching Practices that aligns with the NBPTS, five
core propositions:
1. Teachers are committed to students and their
learning.
2. Teachers know the subjects they teach and
I~owto teach those subjects to studenls.
3. Teachers are rrsponsible fi3r managing and
mc)njturing studml lcming.
4. Teachers think systematjcnlly about thcir
practice and learn from experience.
5. Teachers are menlbers of learning communities.
(See Table 1 .)

The 1SRE recognizes the rigor of the National
Board process. Therefore, in Illinois, teachers who
complete the process satisfy the requirements for their
five-year re-certi ticat ion plan (standard certificate).
Otlly teachers who have uchieved National Board
certification art: awarded the Master teaching certificate. In an ongoing effort to align professional development with NCLB, ISRE. and NICl's Conceptual
Framework-knowledge, practice and retlectionfaculty in the Curriculum Leadership program have
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created the CGS to provide professional development
opportunities for many teachers in the Northern Illinois
region.

Course

Proposition
Components
Addressed

Connecting Curriculum and
Instruction to National Teaching
Standards (TLCI 515)

Overview Propositions 1-4

Creating Learning Communities
(TLCI 572 )

Proposition 5

Fleld Based lnstructlon TLCI M 0

Theory inlo
Practice

Independent Study VLCI
5860)686B)*

Propositions 1-5

Elective - related to certification
area or EPS 506,5C6.605or 608

Proposition 2
~r,po,ition 1

Table 1 . Relationship between courses and propositions.

The CGS it1 Advarlced Teaching Practices is
des~hmedfor teachers who wish to improve their
knowledge and skills in understmciing and engaging in
the National Board Certitication process. Students
seelung this certificate nust tile at1 application with the
Curriculum Leadership faculty and then dewlop a
program of studies with an adviser. The CGS requires
15 semester hours of coursework that align with the
five core propositions.
During Spring 2003, one faculty member coHaborated with five National Board certified teachers
(NBCTs) to design and implement the introductory
course, TLCI 5 15 (see http:/lwww.cedu.niu.edUltlm/
coursesltlci5 15.html). We piloted the course and
collected baseline data during the Summer of 2003.

Policy Evaluation
There are four types of assessment used most
often in evaluating policy: process evaluation, impact
evaluation, policy evaluation, and meta-evaluation. Of
those, two were utilized to evaluate the CGS as described in the previous section, process evaluation (how
the program was delivered), and impact evaluation (the
end results of the program).

Two instruments were ~ s e dto collect "process
evaluation" data: a survey and a reflection paper. The
survey used a pretestlpost-test design, including Likerttype and open-ended quest ions, to assess the student's
ullderstandjng of the NBPTS process and its influence
on their professional practice. Apreliminary analysis of
the data revealed that at the beginning of the course,
only six of the fifteen students indicated that they were
"somew hat knowledgeable" about the NBPTS certification process, and only one-third of ihe students felt

As I read each standard,

I found myselffeeling
somewhat relieved that T was
doing some things right.
-.

.

...

they were "somewhat" familiar with the standards in
their area of certification. At the end of the class, the
post-survey results revealed much more favorable
responses. All 1 5 students were either "somewhat
knowledgeable" or "very knowledgeable" about the
certification process, and every student reported being
either "somewhat" or "very" familiar with the standards in their respective certificate area.
Each certification area has a unique set of standards; however, there are several that cut across all
certification areas: knowledge of students, multiple
learning strategies, assessment, classroon~environment,
diversity and equity, and reflection. At the beginning of
the course, students were asked to what degree they
designed and implemented lessons to meet each of
these standards. Responses ranged across all Likertscale categories: "always," "most of the time," "sometimes" and "rarely." They were also asked to indicate
to what extent they believed their current professional
practice exemplified the six areas commw t u all
certitication areas. Initially, responses were equally
grouped between "most of the time'' and "sometimes."
By the conclusion of the class, the responses for both
questions had shifted to a combinat ion of "a1 ways" and
"most of the time."
During the course, one activity was to deconstruct
each standard, identify ways in which the ideas exemplified in the standard were evident in the classroom,
and identify areas for improvement. By the end of the

course, all of the students were more positive about the
potential for integrating the SIX standards into t h e ~ r
professional practice. One studcnt commented on how
powerful the process was for her In deconstructing the
standards. It not only validated what she was do~ngin
the classroom, but it allowed her t ~ m eto collaborate
with peers on alternative strategies and self-reflection.
Upon completing the course, studet~tssubmitted a
reflection paper on how the knowledge gained In the
class had the potentla1 tn influence their teaching and
learning. Eelow are the questions that were asked and
some represent at lve responses:
1. Ilow did deconstructing the standards help you
think di ft-errntly about teaching and learning?
Over the scmcster, I deepened my
knowledge about sevrral Nationul Bourd
standurds. J n deconstl-rtr.tirlg these stutldurds, I ,fi~rtherdcvelopc,rl n1~'t~r~~i.erstunding of what i f looks like to b ~a,n exemplu~y
teacher As I read euch rrlmdurd, [,found
m,vself feeling somewhrit rt~lier,rpd(hat I was
doi~rpsome thing.^ rigllr, birr ttrure import u n t l ~ I, bt>rrimeaware of specljic arcus thuf
I needed lo work on in order to improve rn-v
inslrrrcrion.
2. How do you anticipate that this class will
miluence your professional practice?
Understarzding what needs to be improved is only tht,.Jiust step in acruall~*
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tirt7 Now that I
urn aware of (he stu1rrJ~~1-u') good teaching, J rhink I will be more nrtttned lo using
them us a ,frame)i.ol-k .for my persnnaI
projhssional prlrctice. During this upcomirrg ?:CUT. I will he m e n t u r ~ ~agstudent
ftwc-her: The information [hut I have
Iwrned from this class, both In the ',ontent
t,I'rhe coume and t h subsequent
~
drsciisslam with my colleagues, will hc~lprnt>tu
improiw my teuching and themhv tonhunce
my experience for my student t t l o i d ~ e ~
3. What mighl you do now that you didn't do
before?
The two urtws that I know are imporfunr
and were reinfillred in this class were
assessment and r<fleurion. Although I do
compldle jorrnol cissessmenrs, I want to work
flus year to take anecdotal records to guin a
better understanding of tn? .~tudenrs' learrl-
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ing und to e,fjlctirlt~l~j
d i ( j i ~ t . rtiart#
t ~ the
ctrrriculttm t o ttlrt3t their itld~wclltcrlneeds.
.4dd1rioniillj~I plrin to list' t>lOrE r</lt.ctiiw proctt~-ds. It1 [his ~ d t i s I~ l-c~l ~ r r i t ~
!hot
~ i it
is a vclluahlt. rod jbr ~nrpmritlgi l ~ s t r u ~ ~ t r o n
and fostering sticccss among stucit~trts
Rdlecting on my lessons will help me to
uchieve my professional goals und thereby
facilitute proJ&ssionrrl development.

The "impact evaluation," the second assessment
tool selected to evaluate the CGS, will be long-term and
on-going. It is based on the number of students who
cnroIl in the CGS, complete the CGS, and engage in
andor achieve National Board certification.

Policy Change and Termination
Policy change is "the replacement of one or more
existing policies by one or more other policies" (Lester
& Stewart, 1996, p. 136). According to Anderson,
"policy change can take any one of three forms: (1 )
incremental changes in existing policies; (2) the enactment of new statutes in particular policy areas; or (3)
major shifts in public policy as a consequence of
realigning elections" (1 990, p. 402). A fourth option not
mentioned by Anderson is the termination of a policy
when it is no longer a priority on the policy agenda.

Certificate of

NIU COE
*Knowledge

Figure 1. Relationship between and among multiple
program standards.
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Based on the data from the pilot study, incremental
changes to the CGS will occur. For example, the
course was taught by five NBCTs. Students commented that this was confusing and lacked cohesion.
Although we believe that NBCTs should be a part of
the teaching process, in future classes, no more than
two instructors will be used. Other recommendations
included offering this course during the school year
when teachers had easy access to student work and
resources, providing pre-class information on retrieving
the standards. and more time for reflection. As the
CGS evolves and grows, evaluation will be a regular
pan of the jmplemet~tat~on
process.

Conclusions/Next Steps
We are currently teaching and learning in a standards-based era--including standards for professional
development. ?'he call fox professional development
began with the release nf .A &ation ar Ri.rk ( 19831, and
continues 20 years latcr with the passage of NCLB.
Tht: stakes were raised in 1996 when Illinois passed
leg~slationrequiring its teachers to engage in professional development activities beginning in 2000. Recommendations for completing professional development
in lllinois have varied. However, one common thread
between the requirzn~zntsfor the Standard and Master
reaching certificates remains the focus on engaging in
and acheving National Board czrtitication.
Our mission-and we'vc chosen to accept it-is to
provide professional development opportunities for
teachers in the larger northern Illinois region. The CGS
is one viable vehicle through which teachers can
participate in professional development that integrates
requirements aligned with national and state standards
and that satisfies the re-certi fication requirements put
forth by ISBE.
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The Promise of Developmentally
and Culturally Appropriate Practice
in the Global Village
Maylan Ounn
Northern Illinois University
Moses Mutuku
Northern Illinois University

uring the last few years, the field of early
childhood education has undergone changes.
Some of these changes have originated from
within the field as educators question their own historical foundations. Other changes have been in response
to national and global cocditions that affect the needs of
chi tdren. in an effort to respond to these changes in
the field, the early childhood faculty in the Department
of Teaching and Learning at Northern Illinois University have developed a new program track for the
preparation of early childhood teachers.

History and Hope
Traditionally. early chjldhoc3d education has been
deeply grounded in developmental psycholoy y (a legacy
from the nursery school muvemcnt) and progressive
educaljon (a legacy from the kindergarten movement).
As early childhood educators, xvc arc responsible for
fostering all aspects of the chi Id's development: physi-

tices ofearly childhocld education differ in focus from
the traditional practices of public schooling because
they developed within a different social context. Until
recently, early childhood educalors have e~penenced
very little of the poljtjcal and institutional pressure that
has shaped, and frequently shiited, the mission of the
public schools.
As early childhood educators entered the public
schools in greater numbers, first through kindergartens
in the early twentieth century and more recently
through preschool and primary classrooms, individual
educators fought to retain a developmental and progressive orieritation to education. The educational
purposes and practices of eariy childhood educators,
particularly the preference for play-based cumculum
and child-initiated activities, sometimes placed 11sat
odds with administrators and other teachers. Even
early chldhood educators outside the public schools
began to experience pressure to "accelerate" the

As early childhood educators, we are responsiblefor fostering
all aspects of the child s' development: physical,
social-emotion al, moral, and cognitive.
.-

cal, social-emotional, moral, and cogrlit ive (Feeney &
Kipnis, 1998). We afirrn the child's right and need to
play (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). We have frequently embraced autonomy as the primary aim of
education (e.g., Kamii, 2000). We see ourselves as
child advocates and parent educators with an obliga~ion
to extend our influence beyond the classroom (Feenuy
& Kipnis, 1998). The traditional purposes and prac-
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curriculum during the tast decades of the twentieth
century as parents urged u s to adopt academic practices that would "get the kids ready for school."
Pervasive competition and pressure on young children
to perform well on standardized tests eventually led to a
new advocacy role for early childhood, professional
organizations.
In the I 9SOs, the membership of the Nat iotlal

13

Association for the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) articulated the shared understanding of early
childhood educators regarding early childhood purposes
and practices, After much research and dialogue.
N AEY C endorsed Ilevelupmentully Appr.opr.iilttB
Prut.(icr irr E r ~ l \ ' Childhood Programs (Bredekamp,
1987) as r he unofficial "Bible" of early childhood
education. Though developed with cxtcnsive input

It now seems that cultural
differences affect developmental
courses and outcomes more than
wc have acknowledged.
--

- -

-

from the membership and widely acclaimed, there was
opposition to the tone and content of the document
almost immediately after its release. Much of this
opposition came from early childhood educators who
had begun to question the relevance of developmental
psychology for early childhood currjculum and practice.
The reconceptualists, as they came to be known,
used critical theory to challenge both the m~derlyinp
assumptions of developmental research and the applications of the research by early chi Idbood educators
(Kessler & Swadener, 1992; Mallory L ' New, 1 994).
They challenged the most basic assumptio~~
of developmental research, the possibility of defining a universally
acceptable developmental endpoint. They asserted that
the very word "appropriate" conjured up social norms,
mainstream North American values, ,and marginalization of difference. Although the recot~czptualists
have been vjgorously opposed within the field, their
criticisms have also forced early childhood educators to
scrulinize developmental research in light of the c hanging landscape of the field.
Developmental theory relies on schedules of
milestones and characteristic behaviors observed in
predominantly white, middle class samples. Geographically stable families located near research facilities
have been good candidates for the longitudinal research
respected in developmental psychology. For convenience and in order to avoid high attrition rates, researchers frequently drew samples from university
laboratory schools which, until quite recently, were
populated by the children of a predominantly white,

upper rn~ddlcclass academy. When more recent
research studies began to include a more varied
sample, the "range of nurmal" tcndcd to broaden (for

summary see Trawick-Smith, 2003).
This recent, cross-cultural research has modified
our understanding of human development (for summary, see Marshall, 21103). Early childhood educators
have been accustomed to thinking in ternls of stages,
categories, and conrinuums. It now seems that cultural
differences affect developmental courses and outcomes more than we have acknowledged. While there
appear to be some enduring tindings in the research,
such as the value of play in ch~ldrcn'slearning and
al
development, the difference betwcen ~ j ~ i c and
atypical development tnay he less easily dcfined. NeoPiagetian and sociocultural cons1rucl I V I S Is have r x tended and modified developlnent a1 I heor). 10 include
alternate pathways and sequences ot'development
(Bruner, 1992; Desouza & C7emiak. 2002; Kennani &
Brenner, 2000; Lee & Walsll, 20113). lnterpretivlsts
have found that very young children reprclduce adult
cultures in their interactions with peers, forn~ingenduring patterns of thought and beha~lor(Corsuro, 1985;
Van Ausdel & Feagjn. 2011 1 1.
The underlying assurnptiot~sof sotns Jzvsloptnental
lheories have been questioned at s st lll deeper level.
Snrne of the more dominant developmental theories
have privileged logic and scientific thidang-hallmarks
of male-dominated western thought. For example,
even though the role of social interaction and affect are

Some of the more dominant
developmental theories have
privileged logic and scientific
thinking-hallmarks of maledominated western thought.
--.
...-. .

.. ..

--

integral aspects of Piaget's theory, his well-known
struclural theory is hndamentally a theory about the
development of formal logic. As a biologist and genetic
epistemologist, Piaget 's primary concern was lo
discover how ment a1 structures that appear universally
are developed in each member of the species. The
relative n'orth of those mental structures in various
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shared challenges include health issues (ALDS, hunger,
cultural contexts was of I~ttleinterest to him as a
obesity), increasing family poverty, lack of public
rcscnrchzr. However, as those who engage in less
funding for social services, war and terrorism, environstructured research wit11 children attest, children know
a great deal ahout the ~vorldwithout the use of systemmental hazards, and energy shortages. Anything that
atic, Ic~gicalthinking ( h t ~ a l d u o t 1978;
~,
Matthews, 1980; threatens families, threatens children and children's
VanAusdel & Feagin, 200 1 ) .
education. As a nation, the United States cannot take
Some early childhood educators are now considercomfort in isolation. National boundaries have not
ing how to move the field from "DeveIopmentally
protected us from terrorism. Economic globalization,
Appropriate Practice" to "Developmentally and
through free trade agreements, has made national
Cultt!rally Appropriate Practice." In redefining "appro- boundaries less relevant for ordinary people who must
priate," we are rethinking the way we work wlth
compete for jobs with workers around the world. We
families, our definitions of typical and atypical developha\ e, In effect, hound our fate inextricably with that of
ment, and our goals for education. Early childhood
families around the globe. 'l'here is no inevitable course
educators increasingly work in settings that welcome
of events, and it is human be~ngs(~ndiv~dual
ly and
children from around the world. We are in fully
collec~ively)that detennine the ccrurse of history
inclusive classrooms with children of widely divergent
(Frcire. ] 998). In a very real and immediate way, they
abilities. We work with families who want material
are all our children. and our chi Idren hold the key to our
success for their children and
fiiture.
families that want their children
When a nation claims that
protected from pervasive cornchildren
are its future, that
We have, efleci, bound our nation needs
mercialism. We welcome chilto be fully aware
fate inextricably with that of ofthe social obligations
dren who are battered by real
implicit
violence and those emotionally
in such a statement. Any
families
around the globe.
battered by media violence.
.country and citizenry that truly
Some of our families are unconbelieves attent ion to children's
scious of their privilege, while others are victimized by
care ar~deducatiot~during the early years is of inestiracism. In rethinking our work, we are beginning to
rrlable value to society would make every reasonable
reshape our purposes to encompass both autonomy and effort to invest in preschool and early education. Highdemmracy. In broadening our cultural perspective, wl.
quality programs fbr the very young would be regarded
are recognizing our shared interests with early childas an i n u n d a t e necessity, not as a distant goal to be
hood educators around the world.
addressed after other goals are achieveti.
As we face thesc challenges. we are aware of
In most nations, an effort of this magnitude would
Freire's (1 9981 admunilion that w e are historically
demand the involvement of a broad constituency of
evolved but not detemlined by history. The roots of
government, non-governmental, and private sector
early childhood educa~jonin thc United States are a
organizations, agencies, and individuals. It would be
foundation for grow-th. but they do not determine our
based on the collective wisdom of the international
direction. The kinderearten movement and the nursery
early childhood community of experts, researchers, and
school movenlents were not unique to the United
practitioners who are knowledgeable about the care
States. They were international movements, responses
and education of the very young and who can illuminate
to challenges facing Europe and North America in the
the path toward a comprehensive system of care and
ninetee~lth and twentieth centuries. The challenges of
education for children worldwide. The result would be
ihe twenty-first century draw us even further afield.
an international resolve to forge a commitment that
Increasingly, our imagination must stretch to encompass places the needs of children fox care and education at
global challenges.
the top of the agenda for political and social action.
The time is long overdue to act upon the conviction that
Thinking Globally
children are our hture and translate that powerful idea
Nations around the globe are now facing similar
into educational programs for the worlds' youngest
citizens.
societal challenges evcn though the degree and appearancz of the problem may vary from place to place. Our
All young children have a right to develop optimally,

in
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to have their intrinsic worth as human beings recogt~ized.and to have their learning facilitated by caring
adults. The years from birth to middle childhood are
important and irreplaceable in terms of overall development. C hildhoad should be carefully defined in all.
nations as a highly distinct period of human growth and
development that desewes careful educational, social,
and political attention and intervention. A11 societies
have a universal responsibll~tyto recognize the early
years as ones in which children should be protected
from harm, nurtured in growth, motivated to learn. ar~d
equipped to contribute to their society in a mult i~udeuf
ways. Social, economic, or political interventions for
young children should be designed on a general basis to
insure that every child's needs are met.
Therefore, policy created for the preschool population should not separate the needs of the poor or the
disabled or the different from those of children presumed advantaged or normal. Rather, nations should set
one excellent standard for meeting the physical, emotional, social, and cognitive needs of all children within
their societies. Through that one excellent standard,
the needs of all children-and some needs may be far
greater than others+an be equitably met. Each
nation must do the difficult work to establish a policy
framework that will address the provision of a varjety
of context-appropriate programs that meet the needs of
all families (e.g.,nomadic groups, tribal populations in
remote areas, workplace child care, on-site creches).
The programs provided must satisfy the three, fundamental criteria of quality, availability, and affordability.
The policy framework that each nation develops will

programs, family literacy projects to increase literacy
levels, maternity leaves with job protection, leaves for
families when children are ill, and a wide array of social
services are the key to exemplary "educare." The
support and protection of each generation of children,
which will ensure the ongoing viability and wholeness
of the nation, should be a major goal of every country in
the world.
Every program that serves young children throughout the world should have a clearly articulated phi lusophy and goals that value children, farr~ilies.cultures. and
conmun~ties.This philosophy shuuld be: cvmrnunicated
to the public. reflected in daily prncticc. and rcvised
periodicaIly to reflect a ~ l ~ a n cin
e sunderstanding about
how young children grow and learn. Irltilrmation about
early childhood prnvrams should be disseminated
through a natiunal publicity campalgn that uscs the
mass media (e.g..public service announcements,
video$), special ex-entdservices ( e . g . .infant health
assessments), and door-to-dour campaigns (e.g., print
and nonpnnt infurmation) to inform all families about
opponuni~iesfor early care and education.
Quality early childhood programs also need to be
administered, supenised, and monitored by educational
leaders who are fully cogt~izat~t
of child development,
culturally aware, and w~llingto advucate for excellence
in curriculum and pedagogy. Program assessment
needs to be c o n ~ p v l l t . n s i v meat~it~g
~~,
that all programtnatic contributiot~sto chilchcn's well-being should be
ca t~sidered;ot~goclitlg,mtnnlng that programs arc
tnonitorzd continuously rather than during one brief
event; and fongiftidincrl,meaning that yout~gchildren's
'

Each nation must do the diff~ccultwork to establish a policy framework
that will address the provision of a variety of context-appropriate
programs that meet the needs of all families
need to consider standards for credentialing programs,
establishing adult-to-child ratios, setting curriculum
gu~delines.and improving training of practitioners. As
many nations who have such policies already in place
can attest, comprehensive services that begin during
the prenatal stage and include health services, child
care and education, parent education and training

progress is monitored throughout their lives as students
to establish the enduring contributions of early educational experiences. Moreover, meaningful assessment
of programs takes a "value added" perspective by
examining the genuine contributions made, both at the
program-wide level and at the level o f each particular
child and family. High-quality assessment practices are
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integrated into the basic program design, based on
direct observation and samples of children's work, and
respectful of the whole child (physical, social, intellectual, emotional).
Research organizations should be established, at
national as well as local levels, to conduct external
evaluations of existing programs, recommend improvements, and implement innovative projects. Rather than

of the present national and global conditions, we and
our colleagues have launched a new program track at
Northern Illinois University. It is our hope that those
selecting the new program of study will be better
prepared for the emerging challenges in the field.
The new track provides students with the opportunity to earn a public school teaching credential for
children from birth to grade three, with an approval to

The U.S. and Somalia are the only two countries that have failed
ratzfy the international, Rights of the Child document.
.

<
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relying exclusively on what is easily quantified (e.g.,
number of children served, number of classrooms,
annual assessments), these external evaluations will
need to consider the qualitative contributions of highquality educare to the child, family, community, and
nation from a human resource perspective. Clearly, the
data required to document success in comprehensive,
high-quality, early childhood programs would have to be
reported as case studies as well as through statistical
profiles. In light of the requirements of quality program
evaluation, it seems unlikely that the measures required
to satisfy the so-called No Child Left Behind legidation
will provide relevant information for program (or policy)
improvement.
At present, the United States has a "patched
together" system of education and care that varies
widely from community to community (Kozol, 1991).
Access to quality education and care in the early years
is far from equitable. The U.S. and Somalia (a nation
presently without a centralized government) are the
onIy two countries that have failed to ratify the international, Rights of the Child document. Rather than take a
leadership role in advocacy for children, we are "a
nation in denial" (Children's Defense Fund, 200 1). How
can we begin to address the issues of poverty, inequity,
violence, poor health care, and unsafe environments for
children?

Acting Locally
While we all share responsibility for facing global
challenges constructively to nurture and educate all
children, the authors of this paper are primarily involved
in the preparation of early childhood teachers. In light
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teach preschool for children with special needs. h
order to earn the approval, students will take 12 credit
hours in special education. Collaboration with Project
ACCEPT in the Department of Teaching and Learning
has increased the candidates' ability to use assistive
technology. We believe that the additional special
education coursework will prepare teachers to teach
children with special needs, whether they teach in a
preschool, special education classroom, or some other
classroom that includes children with special needs.
Other aspects of the program address the cultural
literacy of teacher candidates. A course on teaching in
multicultura1 settings is now required. A new course,
Democru~yin the Eurly Childhood Cl~~ssroorn,
has
been designed to deal with philosophicai and moral
issues as they play out in everyday classroom practice.
Most courses in the program are now being revised to
include information on appropriate practices with
English Language Learners. In order to accomplish
this, one faculty member is participating in Project
QUILL, a grant to support bilingual education that is
housed in the Literacy Education Department at NIU.
We are also reaching out to more diverse communities in our area in order to place our candidates in
more diverse settings during their early clinical experiences. Beginning in the Fall of 2003, our first semester
candidates traveled to a nearby urban area for preschool clinical experience-an experience previously
completed in the local school system.
In an effort to raise understanding and awareness
of global issues, one faculty member i s leading a
sustainable development and education project in
Kenya. Two other faculty members are participating in

!he project as workshop leaders with parents and
teachers there. The multifaceted project involves
economic development, clean water conslruct ion
projects, building and equipping a cormnunity library,
and working directly with teachers and parer~tsto
develop new culturally appropriate and developmentally
effective methods of educatioa. While the NIU faculty
will be able to incorporate their experiences into !heir
courses, thus raising the candidates understanding and
awareness, we also hope to eventually develop an
exchange program between teacher trainees in Kenya
and teacher candidates in the United States.

Conclusion
In many ways, early childhood education has rcally
not changed much over the years. When Froebrl
exhorted the first kindergarten teachers, "Come,let us
live with our children," he was beginning a tradition of
solidarity with the youngest and most will~erableoft he
world's citizens. Today, early childhood educators
around the world and here at Northern Illinois University are still trying to realize that blsion of solidanty with
all children.
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arly childhood special education (ECSE) i s a
field that addresses the needs of young children
with special needs and children at risk from 0-8
years of age and their families. It incorporates some of
the values and practices from the fields of early
childhood and special education. However, ECSE is
not a downward extension of special education, nor is it
a side extension of early childhood education. It is a
field in its own right with specif c philosophies and
practices, federal and state laws, a national organization, and a line of research and publications.
EarIy childhood special education services are
provided under the federal Individuah with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA). Children age 3 and older are
covered by the special education section of IDEA.
Special education and related services are mandated
and are provided through the public school system.
Services for infants and toddlers with disabilities are
covered by the early intervention section of IDEA.
Early intervention services are discretionary; fortunately, each state currently provides these services.
Early childhood special educators may provide services
in a variety of settings including public schools, day
care centers, Head Start programs, neonatal and
pediatric intensive care units, early intervention programs, therapy centers, community centers, and
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children's own homes. The Department of Teaching
and Learning (TLRN) at NIU currently offers a
master's program in ECSE. At the undergraduate level,
students in early childhood (ECE) or special education
can take courses leading to ECSE preschool approval.

The Current State of Practice in ECSE
Family-centered Approach
Early childhood special education is built on a
family-centered approach to intervention. Rather than
focusing only on the strengths and needs of the child,
we identify and address family concerns and priorities
for the child and family as well as family strengths and
resources. The family-centered approach is required by
IDEA for children from 0-3 years of age and documented on an individualized family service plan. While
this approach is not required by law for older children, it
is considered a fundamental, recommended practice
within ECSE (Division for Early Childhood [DEC],
1998a). Within the family-centered approach, services
are offered in the context of the family, and families are
considered core decision-makers concerning goals for
both child and family; the type of services and methods
used to address child and family goals; and where
services are provided. Families select how much and
in what ways they wish to be involved in their child's

program. Services are individualized to meet family
characteristics, abilities, desires, and values (Dunst, et
ai., 2000). A primary goal of educators and other
service providers in ECSE is to develop positive and
supportive partnerships with families (DEC, 200 1).

Nafural and Least Restrictive Environments
Scniccs arc offered to children and families in the
Natural Environment (for children from 0-3) or the
Least Rcstrictivl: Environment (LRE) (age 3 and
older). These are the tenns that underlie the concept
of inclusion. Natural cnvirorut~entmeans that services
are provided in qettings t h a ~are natural or normal for
the child's age and for the family. LRE indicates that
school-age children with disabilities should be educated
in settings with typicalIy developing children and have
access to the general education curriculum and expen-

The A BI approach embeds
training of child goals
within the daily activities
and routines of group
programs or in the child's home.
ences as much as is appruprjate, rang~ngfrom full to
partial inclusion in thc general education setting (DEC,
2000). The LRE and Natural Environment is determined by the child's team, including the child's fannly.
and is documented on the Individualized Family Senice
Plan or the Individualized Education Plan.

Approach to Znt~~vention/Edntcation
Early childhood special education incorporates an
activi ty-based intervention (ABT) approach to address
child goals. The PLBI approach embeds training of child
goals within the daily activities and routines of group
programs or in the child's home. The ABT approach
may involve working on child goals during teacher,
parent, or caregiver-planned or directed activities, daily
routines, and child-initiated activities (Bricker & Wcwds,
1992; Wolery, 2000). For example. early literacy shlls
may be addressed during morning circle or group
reading (teacher-planned); counting may be practiced
during snack or clean-up (daily routines); and naming

body parts may be addressed as children play with dolls
in the housekeeping area or during art (child-initiated).
Another fundamzt~talbelief of ECSE is that the
educator's role is to provide scaffolding to meet the
needs of each child (Cldom, 2002). Some children will
not g a ~ nskills f r ~ mexperience alone and they will need
extensive teacher support in order to learn (Bowman,
Donovan. & Bums, 200 1 ). 'Teacher scaffolding may
range from minimal to intensive suppori and direction,
and it must be individualized tn maximize learning
opportunities for all children. Related to this is a belief
in partial participation. Early childhood special educators believe that no child should bc cxcluded from an
activity because of a disability or inability to parlicipate
independently and complately. The educator ' T role is to
identify how a child may participate in activitie5 and to
provide support that will allow the child to parlicipate.
For example, a child who is t'cd through a feeding tube
should not be excluded from snack. Rather, that child
could sit at the table with pccrs and do many of the
same activities the other children do during snack such
as pouring n i l k into a cup, cout~tingcrackers, and
answering quest ions.

Current Issues and Trends, Future Efforts,
and NIU Involvement
inclusion and =1I31
Although inclusion and An1 are considered recommended practices in ECSE? the effectiveness of these
practices cot~tinuesto be an important focus of rcsearch (Guralnick, 200 1). Many programs in the U. S.
now offer blended classrooms that include children with
and without disabilities and children identified as high
risk for disabilities and future problems in elementary
school. There are many different models of inclusion
and a variety cl f practices are employed within inclusive
programs. Some of the inclusion models and practices
are very effective, and unfortunately. some are not.
Two questions currently being discussed within the field
of ECSE are: (1) what variables are associated with
effective inclusive programs? and (2) do the effects of
inclusive practices vary across types of children (e.g.,
children with severe versus mild disabilities, children
with autism versus cerebral palsy, etc.)? ln other
words, what practices work best and for whom?
These questions currently are being evaluated through
a 5-year, multi-state research institute (Odom, 2002).
This institute also is conducting the first comprehensive
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evaluation of the effectiveness of activity-based
intervention for children with varying disabilities and
characteristics and the practices that maximize the
effectiveness of AB1 in meeting child needs.

Cuuvdinution between ECSE and EC:E
The concept of inclusion or blended programs has
generalized to the areas of pre-service and in-service
training that now embrace the philosophy that ECE and
ECSE service providers should be able to work together and have the knowledge and skills to teach all
children. The national organizations for ECE (The
National Association for the Education of Young
Children [NAEYCJ) and ECSE (The Division for Early
Childhood [DEC]) have developed joint position papers
advocating for more coordination between the fields of
ECSE and ECE and for blended training opportunities
and pre-service programs (McCollum & Catlett, 1997;
Miller & Stayton, 2000).
This area of interest is important in Illinois as well
as nationally. Illinois recently approved an ECSE
certification lhat parallels the ECE certification. Universities may provide separate ECE and ECSE certification or blended certification programs. We expect to
see an increase in the number of joint, pre-service
programs that will lead to certification in both ECF and
ECSE and in joint, in-service training opportunities. At
NIU. the ECE and ECSE faculty have taken the firsr
step in meeting this goal by developing a pre-service
program that will allow ECE students in TLKN to
obtain an ECSE approval (in lieu of certification)

We expect to see an increase
in the number of joint,
pre-service programs that
will lead to certification in both
ECE and ECSE and in joint,
in-sew ice training opportunities.
allowing these students to work with children with
disabilities from 3-5 years of age. This approval also is
available to students receiving certification in special
education. In the future, the challenge for EUSE and
ECE faculty will be to develop a dual ECElECSE
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certification program.
'Tomeet the goal of coordinated in-service training,
Illinois offers an interdisciplinary early childhood
conference for families and individuals who work with

Early literacy generally has
not received sufficient
attention in ECSE and ECE
personnel preparation programs.
typically developing young children and children with
disabilities. Sessions at the Sharing AVision conference address current issues and trends in ECE and
ECSE and needs identified by educators and families.'
Students and faculty from TLRN and other departments at NrCl have attended and presented at this
conference.
Illinois also is activcly working on several ambitious, complicated, and related initiatives regarding
collaboration between ECE and ECSE. Illinois is one
of four states awarded a Natural Allies grant which is
d e s i ~ l e dto assist faculty at 2- and 4-year colleges as
they embed ECSE content and experiences into ECE
courses and to provide additional, blended, in-service
training opportunities.'
Illinois is committed to developing a career lattice
fbr all early childhood practitioners working with
children with and without disabilities from 0-8 in school,
day care, and T lead Start settings. Thc carcer lattice
will include several points of cntry and exit ranging
from in-service training lo ccrlification and will provide
a common core of training across participants. It also
will coordinate the scvcral options and types of credenlials currently provided or proposed in Illinois such as
the early intervention credential, ECSE approval, child
development certification, and ECE and ECSE (Type
04) certification. These groups also are focusing on
standards and training related lo proposed credentials
such as the infant toddler, infant mental health, and
administrator credentials.
Finally, a group of individuals is working in conjunction with the career lattice and Natural Allies group and
the Illinois State Board of Education to establish
universal preschool in Illinois. The long range goal of
this initiative is to provide preschool to all 3- and 4-

year-olds (with and without special needs) tllrough well
qualified educators.>

focus on emotional problems, infant mental health
issues, and challenging behavior. Current research and
practice focuses on the prevention of challenging
behavior as we1l as remediation by teaching and
Early Literacy
supporting appropriate replacement behaviors that
Early literacy (for children 0-5 years of age)
clllldren can use to meet their needs (DEC, 1998b;
generally has not received sufficient attention in ECSE
1 q99)and ECE personnel preparation programs. As a result,
Fullctional asszssn~entand positive behavior
it has not been a major focus or goal of many programs
~nterventionplans is an area of expertise and interest
for young children with and without disabilities. The
result oft his is that n ~ a n y~ h ~ l d r eenter
n public school
atj'ung many special education faculty in TLRN. Two
f a w l t ~(Chandler & Munk) received a ~esearchand
without the Fundamental skills that are prerequisite to
Artistry
grant in 2003 to evaluate tunctional assessment
learning how t o read and write,Many of these children
practices
and needs within Illinois schonls. In add~tLon,
education services ( R ~ ~ eventually requ jre
Chandler authored a book on f u n c ~ ~ u n assessirlent
al
for
is now recomized as
man et ,. 200 1). ~~~l~ literacy
school
settings
(Chandler
&
Dahlquist.
200
1
).
Several
an imponant area of development far
and
faculty in TLRN, including Adams. Canolo, Chandler,
as an important component of personilel preparation
hlunk,
& Vanlaarhoven have pub1 ishcd arl~clesand
prugrarns including the ECE program in TLRN.
chapters. conducted research,
Early literacy research will
and
provided training and
continue to be a focus within
consultation
in functional
ECSE and ECE, and it is a priFunctional
ussessment
assessment.
ority at the federal level through

a

the No Child Left Behind legisand positive behavior
A lterno five Assessment
lation and grant funding initiain
tewention
plans
i
s
an
area
smlCgj,
tives. Research will focus cm
Alternative strategies for
of expertise
and interest
assessment as well as curricuta
assessing
the strengths and
and strategies to prcrmote early
among
many special
needs
of
young
children is
literacy in children's homes and
emerging as an jmportan t issue
educationfaculty in T m .
group settings. Two faculty in
. ..
_ .
in ECSE as is the need to tie
TLRN (Chandler & Bursuck)
.. .
assessment
to establ~shed
recently submitted two federal
learning standards. For years,
grants in the area of literacy. Bursuck and colleagues
educators Ln the field have criticized norm-referenced,
in the College of Education have conducted extensive
standardized tests for young children. This led to the
research on strategies to promote literacy in young,
developn~entand evaluation of alternative strategies
elementary school-aged children (e.g., Bursuck, Smith.
such as cuniculum-based, portfolio, and play-based
Darner, & Munk, 2003). Recently faculty from TLRN
assessment n~ethodologies(Neisworth & Bagnato,
(Bursuc k & Chandler), LTLA (Elish-Piper & Smith),
2000). Illinois currently is piloting a portfolio progress
and ETRA (Smith) collaborated on a grant that incorpomonitoring system that reflects the Illinois Early Learnrated adult, family. and early childhood literacy.
ing Standards for children. These altenlat ive assess-

Challenging Behavior
Challenging behavior ofien is identif ed by ECSE
staff and families as the number one area for training
and assistance (Chandler, Dahlquist , Repp, & Fst tz,
1999). As a result, much research and training has
focused on the development of functional assessment
and positive behavioral supports to address challenging
behavior for young children in group and home settings.
This area of interest recently expanded to include a
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ment systems have been added to TLRN courses in
ECSE and ECE.
Currently, researchers in M~llnesotaare coordinating an Early Childhood Research Institute (ECRI, 1998)
to develop quick and effic~entmethods that would allow
educators and families to examine current development
and to track progress over rime. While such assessments have been developed for older students, they are
just beginning to be developed and evaluated for ECSE.
In the future there will be a set of Individual Growth
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and Development Indicators (IGDIs) for all developmental domains. Faculty in TLRN (Bursuck, Chandler,
and Mutuku) are establishing local norms in conjunction
with community preschool programs fur three IGDI
measures of early language and literacy.

Translating Research inlo Practice
A common criticism in ECSE is that research
outcomes are not easily translated illto practice within
group programs or children's homes. Too often,
effective research practices are documerlted in research journals or presented at research conferences
and then they arc not employed (or known or understoud) by practitioners working directly with children
artd farnil ies (Carta & Greenwood, 1997; Chandler,
2000 ).
One of the goals of the national DEC organization
is to facilitate the translation of research findings into
practices that can be easily understood and appl~edand
that are acceptable and feasible for use by ECSE
practitioners and families (DEC, 2001). DEC' recently
developed a journal. )bitrig Excry)rionul Children, that
is designed for pract it iot~ersand f6milies. The purpose
of this journal is to report how effective researchsupported practices may he applied in group settings or
children's homes. This journal has been very well
received by practitioners in the field. DEC has published a second edit ion of a recommended practices
book and will update this book (and practices) every
few years (Sandal1 et al. 200 1). Recommended
practices and specific sessions for working practitioners also are included in the national DEC conference and the Illinois Sharing A Vision conference. In
development is a 5-year strategic plan for DEC that
w ~ laddress
l
many of the current issues and recummended practices discussed in this paper.
Early childhood special education is a relatively
young and dynamic field. In 2004, the Division fbr
Early Childhood (the national advocacy orgariization for
ECSE) will celebrate it's 30thanniversary at the annual
conference in Chicago. At that time, recornmerldrd
practices and position papers regarding ECSE will be
revisited, and the strategic plan for the next five years
will be presented to conference participants. Faculty at
NIU look forward to hosting the 2004 conference and
to working with educators at the national level and in
Illino~sto promote a successful future for young
children with disabilities, children at-risk, and their
families.
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Endnote
I-yneneChandler, author of this article, has been involved
with the Sharing A Vision conference for 12 years and is

'

co-chair ofthe 2003 conference.
'Chandler is part of the Natural Allies team and was part of
the traveling team who spent five days in North Carolina
planning strategies to meet gmnl goals.
'Chandler is a member of the universal preschool and career
lattice committees.
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ederal law mandates that students who have
disabilities that adversely affect their educational
performance receive special education, related
services, and supplementary aids and services from 321 years of age. Special education and other aids and
services are those supports that enable a student to
participate and progress in the general education
curriculum and individualized goals. They may include
specially designed instruction, adaptations to materials
and student goals, speech and language therapy,
occupational and physical therapy, orientation and
mobility instruction, social work services, and vocational
training. Special education services are administered
by the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) and are
provided through the public schml system. Special
educators obtain certification as Learning Behavior
Specialists and may work with students in self-contained settings in which all students in the setting have
disabilities, in general education settings that contain
students with and without disabilities, or they may
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provide consultation to general educators and other
members of the educational team.

Federal Influence on Special Education:
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
The rights of students with disabi Iities and their
families are authorized and defined by federal and state
laws and regulations and the outcomes of legal
procesdings. The federal Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), originally passed in 1973 as the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act, defines
several components that must be provided to all eligible
students with disabilities and timelines for completing
specific tasks. Some of the key colllponents are (1)
least restrictive environment, ( 2 ) i~~dividualized
education plan, (3) transition, (4) discipline requirements, and
(5) person-first language.

Least Restrictive Environrnt7nt
Students with disabilities have a nght to receive
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special education and related services in the least
restrictive environment (LRE). This is the concept
underlying inclusion, and it includes a conm~itmentto
providing students-to the maximum extent appropriate-access to the general education curriculum that is
provided in settings and situations with non-disabled
peers. The student's educational team, including the
family and the student if appropriate, determine the

When we refer to students
with disabilities, we should
put the student first
and the disability second.
-

LRE that best meets the student's needs. If full participation in general education settings is not deemed
appropriate, the team may consider a continuum of
placement options including part-time placement in
gencral education settings, part- to full-time in resource
rooms, self-contained classrooms and schools, and
home instruction. Determination of the LRE and the
type and amount of special education and related
services must be based on student needs and must be
supported by results f t v ~ l~nultlple
l
sources of assessment.

Individualized Educarion Pldn
Under TDEA, each cljgible sludent is entitled to a
public education designed to meet his or her needs, the
cost of which is the responsibility ofthe state and public
school system and not the family's (i.e.,a free, appropriate, public education, or FAPE). This is documented
on an individualized education plan ( E P ) that i s developed by the educational team. The IEP documents (a)
the present level of educational performance; (b) family
concerns related to their child's educational program
and strategies for infonniag the family oft he chi td's
progress; (c) annual goals and benchmarks: (dl special
education and related services, supplementary aids and
services, program modifications, and supports for
school personnel (Public agencies must ensure that
assistive technology devices or assistive technology
services, or both, are made available to a child with a
disability if required as part of the child's special
education, related services, or supplementary aids and
services.); (e) the LRE; (0participation in school-wide

assessment; and if appropriate, (g) adaptations to
address communication, language, vision, and behavior
needs.

Transition
Teams are required to develop plans to facilitate
the transition from high school to post high school
circumstances. Transition plans are developed annually
starting at age 14. The purpose of the transition plan is
to identify goals and strategies that will prepare students for post high school experiences. Transition plans
may address issues related to future employment,
additional schooling orjnh train~ng.l i t t skills. mid living
arrangements. Transition also is addrcsscd at apc thrcc
for children who enter public school from early intervention services.

Discipline Requiremen fs
This component addresses the needs of students
with challenging behavior. It rcqulres educational teams
to conduct functional behavioral assesstnent to identify
why challenging behavior occurs and to develop
positive behavior intervet~tiot~
plat15 for studerits whose
challenging behavior impedes their lzan~it~g
or the
learning of others or results in suspension, txpulsion, or
a change of placement. This plan is added to the
IEF. All school districts are required to have policies
and procedures related to discipline and chalierlgirig
behavior and should have at least one individual who is
able to conduct functional assessment and develop
positive behavior intervention plans.

Person-Firs t Language
lDEAwas originally titled the Education for All
Handicapped Act. This title was changed to IDEA in
1990 to include the term disability instead of the term
handicapped and to emphasize the use of person-first
language. Families requested the change to personfirst language because it focuses on the person, rather
than the disability. When we refer to students with
disabilities, we should put the student first and the
disability second (e.g.,refer to a student with autism,
not to an autistic student or to a child with a behavior or
social emotional disorder, rather than to a behavior
disordered or BD student).
The TDEA law is reauthorized by Congress every
five years at which time the amount of funding provided to states is delemined and changes to the law
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can be made. The current reauthorization of IDEA is
expected to be completed by 2004. Many changes to
IDEA have been proposed and are being debated in
Congress as well as by families, advocacy groups, and
professional organ~zations.The Counci 1 for Exceptional
Chi tdren (CEC), the special education advocacy and
professional organization. is particularly vigilant with
respect to proposed and final changes to IDEA.

Federal Influence on Special Education:
No Child Left Behind
Another federal influence that has direct impact on
special education is the No Child Left Behind ( N C L B )
legislation of 2002 (?WLB,200 1). The NCLB legislation
requires annual testing of all students against state
standards in wading and mathematics in grades three
through eight and in science three times during a
student's school career (including once in high
schcwl). Schools are evaluated on the basis of test

Students who are not

achieving tlr eir potentia I often
wait two or three years to receive
the assistance they need.
-.

.

--

results and held accountable for student achievement,
including the achievement of students with disabilities.
In the state of Illinois, the Illinois Learning Standards
define what all students should know and be able to do
as a result of their schooling.
Schools that receive low scores for more than two
to three years must offer parents an opt ion to transfer
to another school or provide remediation for the students who are not achieving satisfactorily. Unfortunately, within this framework, students who are not
achieving their potential often wait two or three years
to receive the assistance they need since remediation
efforts are in place only after they have demonstrated
failure. As a result, the students who are already
struggling will fall increasingly behind and will require
more intensive interventions to make adequate
improvement. To prevent this scenario, teachers must
demonstrate geater proficiency in assessing student
progress more frequently and adjust their instruction to
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prevent more sigtli ficant academic prob terns. To
accomplish this, a l l general and special educators must
be familiar with a number of accountability systems
including high stakes assessment, alternate assessment,
and curriculum-based assessment and measurement.

High Stakes Assessmenr
Assessment in special education is based on the
same principles as assessment in general education
settings: all teachers must measure student progress. In
most cases, students with disabilities take the same
annual state assessments as their peers with or without
accommodations, and thelr scores are included in the
results of the state assessments.

.I
lternatc ,issessment
A1ternate assessments are measurement alternatives for students who are unable to participate in
"high-stakes" assessments, even with accommndat ions,
due to the severity of thei r disabilities. In the past.
students with sigriifican~disabilities were exempt from
state tests. However, this practice changed with the
1997 reauthorization of IDEA. D E A stipulated that all
states must have alternate assessments in place by July,
2000. to ensure that state accountability systems were
inclusive of the entire student population.
111 1 llinois, the alternate assessment for students
with Illnit ed English proficiency i s the Illinois Measure
ofAnnual Growth in English (MACE). IMAGE
measures progress in the English language reading and
writing skills necessary to achieve the Illinois Learning
Standards. Students with severe disabilities participate
in the Illinois Alternate Assessment (MA) which
requires students to submit portfolios for the acadetnic
subjects requ~redat their grade level (e.g..students in

In the past, students with
significant disabilities were
exemptfrom state tests.
--

----..p

g h grade need to provide evidence of learning in the
subject areas of reading, math, and writing). The data

that are submitted for student portfolios include work
products, charts, graphs, task analytic assessments, and
other relevant documentation that can be collected in a

variety of envirorm~ents(e-g.,in community environments when the student is learning to shop or work or
in inclusive classr~lorns).As a result, teachers of
students with severe disabilities must have a comprehensive background in a variety of assessment procedures, be able to organize a broad and varied set of
data, and have the skills to analyze the data and report
the information clearly.

Other Accountability &:strrns
In addition to state assessments. special and
general educators are legal1y mandated to provtde

sample of problems from a second-grade math text can
be used to generate the curriculum-based assessment.
With frequent measurement, students' progress can br:
displayed over time and can be compared to their
anticipated rate of progress. If students are making
insufficient progress, areas of need can be identified
and instruction can be modified to ensure adequate
progress.
Impacf of Accounlability
NC LB requires adequate yearly progress (AYP)
for all students measurecl through statewide assessments, progression on LEP goals, and state standards.
'rhc performance data of students with disabilities will
be considered in the detcrn~itlntion of whether or not a
school faces remedial
action. This higher degree of
measurement, accourrrability places pressure
on local education agencies to
r 0 g w Can
~ ~ be
ct~surethat students with

evidence of achievement toward students' goals/
benchmarks on their Individualized Educational Programs (IEPs). This obviously requires mort: frequent
measurement of student
performance. To be effective.
teachers must asscss students
wthfreqrrent
frequently and use the data 10
students ' p
make instructional decisiclns for
each child. When teachers are
disab~litieshave access to the
displayed over tinre and can
gzrlzral education curriculum
more informed of the leanling
be
compared
to
their
so t hcv can achieve the
nrocress and difficulties of their
students, they are betler able t~
statewide learning
anticipated rate of progress.
-stancLwds. This will obviously
make decisions regarding the eflead to more inclusive educafectiveness of an instructii~nal
tional practices and will dlt.ectiy influence how we
program, to determine if remediation is necessary, and
to design more effective instructional plans. Onc model
prepare our future t eachzrs. Furthcmore, this change
of assessment that can assist in this process is curricuin practice is reflected by the facr that more than 40
lum-based assessment (CBA).
special education profcssjonal knowledge and perforCurriculum-based assessment (CBA) is a method
mance indicators have been acklcd to the Illinois
that uscs a student's performance in his or her actual
Professional Teaching Standards (JPTS) for all leachclass work to identify and address instructional
ers.
needs. The assessment shows what the student knows
in relation to the skills required to be successful in the
NIU's Response to Federal Influences:
classroom and can also be linked to educational stanCurrent and Future Directions
dards.
Project A CCEPT (Achieving Crelrri~?e
R
Curriculum-based measurement (CBM) is a subset
Collabovative
Educationnl
~
r
e
~
c
.
n
.
i Gnms)
cc
of CBA and allows the teacher to monitor the effecOne way the faculty at NIU is meeting the cllaltiveness of the instruction or intervention developed
lenges
of an ever-changing field (and ensuring that our
from the CBA. The key components of CBM include
students
are meeting the requiren~entsof the llljno~s
direct, repeated measuremcnt of student performancc
Professional Teaching Standards) is through Project
111 the curriculum being using (Marston, 1989). ?'he
ACCEPT. Because there is a need for collaboration
nieasurcs must be of short duration, capable of having
between special and general educators. NILJ has
many forms, and sensitive to improvement of students'
responded by offering collaborative experiences to preachievement over time. Typically, assessment items are
service educators. Project ACCEPT 1s fi~ndedthrough
comprised of materials drawn directly from the curricuthe Illinois Council on Developmental Disab~lit ~ e sThis
.
lum and cover the material to be taught during the
project is Co-Directed by 'Ibni Van Laarhoven and
course of the year (Overton, 1996). For example. a
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Dennis Munk in 'I'LKN, by Julie Bosma and Joanne
Rouse from the Regional Access and Mobilizaticln
Project (RAMP), and is implemented with the sss~stance of Sharon Wyland (Project Associate) from

TLRN.
The over-arching purpose of Project ACCEPT IS lo
enhance the pre-service experiences of general and
special education students by creating a common
course (TLSE 456) and providing information and
experiences that prepare them to collaborate in diverse,

The ultimategoal of Project
A CCEP T is to develop effective
educators who itase the ability to
teach all children.
~ncluslbe classrooms. The ultin~ategoal of Project
ACCEPT I S to develop effective educators who have
thc ability 10tcach all children. O t ~ ekey component of
the project IS a shared cl~nicalexptriet~cefor students
wherein they are required to observe and team-teach in
~ ~ ~ c l u s classroom^.
ive
Within the clinica1 zxpencnce,
students from elementary, secondary, and special
educat~onco-develop and co-teach lessons that address
the needs of all students. NIU students are expected to
link their instruction to state standards, use information
from students' IEPs, conduct environmental analyses,
incorporate assistive technologies in their instruction as
appropriate, and assess student performance.
Although we have just completed our pilot year,
preliminary results indicate that students within Project
ACCEPT have significantly superior skills for teaching
in diverse classrooms than their counterparts who are
enrolled in a "mainstreamjng" course that is currently a
requirement only for elementary and secondary
students. As a result, we are in the process of adopting
this model and making it a requirement for all preservice educators. We anticipate that this will be a
requirement for all of our pre-service educators by Fall,
2004.
Another component of Project ACCEPT is collaboration among faculty members in special and general
teacher education programs (elementary and
secondary). The ACCEPT team offers support to
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Icult y members who wish to it~corporatecontent
rclatcd to work~ngwith studzrits with disabilities in their
mcthods courses' conlent. We provide support in the
arcas of assistive technology, co-teaching and collaboration, universal instructional design, working with
families, and adaptation of curriculum. During the first
year of the project, we provided support to faculty
members through guest lectures and team teaching. We
are currently working with several faculty me~nhers
who will serve as mentors to their colleagues in their
respective disciplines.

Assis five Technolua
With the restructuring of the teacher certification
programs, more and more tcachers need expertise in
educating students with disabilities. One way to
accommodate the needs of these individuals is through
the use of assistive technology. Assistive technology
can loosely be defined as any product or device that
can increase the independence of individuals with
disabilities. Because of the push toward inclusive
education and because schools must adhere to the
guidelines established in IDEA (that require students
with disabilities to have access to assistive technology
deviccs and/or services), it is critical for all educators to
become familiar with assistive technology applications. As more students are using assistivc devices in
public school programs, it is imperative for pre-service
and in-service teachers to learn what devices are

It is critical for all educators to
becomefamiliar with assistive
technology applications.
-.

.
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available. for whclm such devices would be beneficial,
and how to integrate the technology efftctively within
educational programs. This can on1y be accomplished
byproviding hands-on instruction. Asa result, the
College of Education has targeted the development of a
new assistive technology lab as a funding priority. We
are developing a state-of-the-art lab to be semioperational in Spring, 2004, for all pre-service
educators. This new addition to our teacher preparation
program will significantly enhance our ability to prepare
quality educators for an increasingly diverse field.

Completion of the lab will occur as funds become
available.

State Influence on Special Education
Corey H. Class Action Law Suit
The Corey H. suit, filed in 1992 by Designs for
Change and the Northwestern University Law Center
against the Chicago Public School System (CPS) and
the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE), changed
the course of public school, special education services
and teacher certification for both special and regular
educators in Illinois. The central issue in this cast:
focused w the need to place students with disabilities in
the least restrictive environment (LRE)in accordance

The changes resulting
from the Corey H. s e f t l ~ ~ n m t
are designed to improve the
education of students with
disabilities in Illinois
with IDEA. This suit was filed on behalf of the 53,000
CPS children with disabilities, charging that the rights of
these children to be educated under the LRE component of the law had been violated. It charged, in part,
that CPS placed many students with disabilities in
separate classrooms and schools, based solely on the
specific category of their disability even though with
proper support services, they could have been educated
in regular classrooms. h other words, if a student was
diagnosed as I'MH (trainable mentally handicapped),
that student was automatically placed in specific
classes or schools. It further contended that ISBE
contributed to this problem by fading to exercise its
oversight authority

Changes in Teacher Certification
In the settlement agreement with the CPS and
ISBE, the federal district court judge assigned to this
case ordered the ISBE to revise teacher certification
policies and procedures for both regular and special
education effective July. 2003. The sett lenlent agreement in this case has had a substantial impact on the

certjficat ion of both special and generai education
teachers in t h e state of 11tinois. For special ducators,
non-categorical teacher certification has replaced the
categorical certification. The new certification, known
as Learning Behavior Specialist I (LBS I), applies to all
special education teachers in the state with the exception of those in the areas of blind or visually impaired,
deaf or hard-of-hearing, early childhood special education, and speech-language pathology. The LBS I
certification encompasses the disability categories of
learning disabilities, emotional disturbance, educable
mental retardation, trainable mental retardation, physical disabilities, traumatic brain injury, and autism,
covering the entire age range of kindergarten through
~ a d twelve.
e
Illinois institutions of higher education
that have teacher education programs in special
education have been requircd to reconfigure their
programs to ensure appropriate teacher preparation
across all of the categories now subsumed under the
LBS I. They must also ensure increased expertise for
special educators in general education content area
teaching.
This change has also created a second tier of
certification, the Learning Behavior Specialist 11 (LBS
11). The LBS II is designed to train experienced special
educators to a higher level of expertise allowing then1
to serve as specialists in areas such as transition,
technology. bilinkwal spccial ducation. deaf-blind.
behavior intenention. curriculum adaptation, or multiple
disabilities.
The increased focus on LRE and acccss to the
general curriculum for all students with disabilities hns a
direct impact on the teacher preparation of all general
educators in the slate. These increased requirements
for general educators are reflected in t h e Illinois
Professional Teaching S~andardsthat include a number
of indicators relevant to teachers' skills in responding to
the varying learning styles and needs of students
enabling educators to serve students with disabilities in
the LRE.
Overall, the changes resulting from the Corty H.
settlement are designed to improve the education of
students with disabilities in Illinois, based on the premise
that,both general and special educators should be better
prepared to share the responsibility for students with
disabilities in their classes. Additional information about
the Corey ft settlement ruling, the Illinois special
education certitication structure, and the Illinois Professional ?'caching Standards are available at
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www. isbe.state.il.us/spec-ed.

NIU's Rcsponse to State influence
Current and Future Direcbions
Both general and special education teacher-training
programs at NIU have revised their programs to
include the Illinois Professional Teaching Standards
relevant to the Uorey H. settlement agreement. However, thc grcatest impact has bczn thc
complete reconfiguration of the special education
teacher-training program. Beg~mlngw ~ t hthe Fall, 2003
semester, the previous categorical special education
mqors oT High Incidence and Uevelopn~entalDisabilities ill be replaced with the 1.eamtng Behavior
Spccial~st1 mrijor. This program, which it~corporatesa
nea set of courses. will prepare 2nd train pre-service
specla1 e d u c a ~ ~
teachers
~n
to serve students with
disrthili~ies~nuludedunder the LBS I umhrelln in grades
K-17.
Also. a new prngram is being developed la prcpare
sludcnls for ~ h LBS
c
I1 cert~fica~~on.
T h ~ program
s
will
offer cclursework in three areas of specialty: behavior
intervention, curriculum adaptation, and technology.
Students with the LBS I certification will be able to
earn a Certificate of Graduate Study (CGS) in one or
mo1'eoftheseareas.The~alsowilIhavetheoPPomnity to earn a CGS as part of a graduate program. In
addition, faculty in special education are beginning to
discuss a specialization in special education within the
doctorate in curriculum and instmction.
The 'pecial education
of
or
impaired, deaf or hard-of-hearing, early childhood
special education?and speech-language pathology will
remain as separate, Illinois teacher certificate
categories. NIU will retain the current program in
Visual Disabilities (including undergraduate and graduate components), under the College of Education, and
the Speech-Language Pathology program under the
College of Health and Human Sciences. However, due
to budget constraints, the Deaf Education program is
currently being phased out. Students who entered the
Deaf Education program in or before the Fall, 2002-03
catalog year will be allowed to complete their program
before the end of the 2005-06 school year. Students are
no longer being accepted into this program at NW. It is
important to note that although this program is being
phased out, there is still a demand for certified teachers
of students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing.
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Conclusion
In the recent past, the field of special education has
been subject to a number of federal and slate infiuences that have posed substantial challenges regarding
teacher preparation. Through the collaborative efforts
of the special education and other faculties at NIU,
programs that meet the requirements of IDEA, NCLR.
and the Corey H. settlement agreement have becn
created and continue to evolve. We will continue to
work together in our efforts to prepare teachers who
are able to meet the demands of the 21 century.
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Science-Technology-Society:
Promoting Reform in Elementary Education
Kenneth P. King
Northern Illinois University
Mary Beth Henning
Northern Illinois University

Current State of Elementary Education
As veteran teachers retire and the number of
elementary students increases, the need for elementary
teachers, particularly in urban and under-served rural
areas, grows. In an increasingly crowded school day,
science and social studies often receive little attention.

Foctls q/',Vo Child Left Behind Act (2002)
Much of the current program and national level
interests surround the related areas of language arts,
reading, and other literacy-related issues. The recent
No Child Left Behind Act (US Department of Education, 2002a) offers, among its other elements, a focus
on reahng and language development, especially in the
primary grades:
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H.R. 1 authorizes an increase in federal
funding for reading from $300 million in FY
2001 to more than $900 in FY 2002 and links
that funding to scientifically proven methods
[sic] of reading instruction through the
President's Reading First plan. (US Department of Education, 2002a; paragraph 15)

NCLB also supports math instruction and science
instruction. The support for improving science is
offered by the US Department of Education's (2003)
documentation supporting NCLB:
The Challenge: America's schools are not
producing the science excellence required for
global economic leadership and homeland
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security in the 2 1st century.
The Solution: Ensure schools use researchbased methods to teach science and measure
results. Establish partnerships with universities
to ensure that knowledgeable teachers del ivzr
the best instruction in their field. (US Department of Education, 2002b; paragraph 2)

present in the delivered curriculum (Passe, 1999).
National standards in science and social studies emphasize process skills in which students practice the skills
of historians, social scientists, and natural scientists.
State standards in social studies appear to be contentladen. What are teachers to do when faced with so
many skills and so much content that should be taught
in science and social studies? Science and social
studies faculty at Northern Illinois University respond to
the state and national standards by recommending the
implementation of more interdisciplinary curriculum.
One way to integrate science and social studies curriculum is through the framework of Science-Technology-Society
(STS).
-.

The texl s above underscore the current
administration's focus on "scientific" stud~esto support
changes in teaching. The available information on
NCLB, despite its assurances of "greater local control," mainly cxtends control lo moving available
funding from one budget line to another. The other
STS as a Means of Reform in Elementary
NCLB mantra, that of "greater accountability" and
Education
constant testing of students I S destined tn have a
STS has been identified by a number of aut hors
dramatic impact on the delivered cumculum of the
(Bybee, 1 993; Patrick & Remy, 1 985; Yager, 1996) as
public schools. As sclcial studies are not included
an essential means of reforming science and social
among the NCLB fundamentals of reading, math, and
studies education. Previous reforms in science and
science, it is clear that meaningful social studies
social studies tended to bc unsuccessful due to goals
experiences are in danger of being eliminated from the
inconsistent with society (e.g.,early 1960s curricula
public schools. To this end, seekthat fclcused on preparing
ing to include social studies exscieniists or social scientists)
periences through interdisciplior
hecause of the discom~ect
A Science- Technologynary practices becomes essenbetween the content and
society framework
tial to preserve the value of the
processes delivered by the
curriculum and the students'
social scizrlces in the public
provides a means of
schools. AII interdisciplinary
lives. But, nationally and
approach such as a Scienceeliminating the boundaries lL,cal]y, ST, h promise for
Technology-Society framework
between science and
enhancing the contemporary
(discussed hereinafter) provides
p a l s of science and social
social studies instruction.
a nlzans of eliminating- the
udjes. The National Council
st
-.
for the Social Studies has
boundaries between science and
already identified S'rS as a
social studies instruction, allowing social studies to maintain a viable presence in the
part of students' learnmg goals. Learning Standard 1 3
classroom.
puts Illinois on record as supporting teaching issues in
science, technology, and society in an interdisciplinary
Issues Specijc lo Science Education and
manner

Social Studies Education
Obviously, more takes place in the elementary

History of the STS Program

classroom than math and literacy experiences despite
their inherent primacy. One of the challenges of
preparing elementary teachers to be effective science
and social studies teachers "hits home" with recently
graduated students as they arrive in the public schvols
and find that social studies and science are not always

7 l e STS movement can trace its beginnings to
efforts in several European countries as well as some
earlier doniestic attempts to institute an S'I'S-like
cumcultrns as it1 the University of Iowa Laboratory
School during the early 1960s (Yager, 1 990). According to Yager, the effort tn the United States was given
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The Outro:
What's the Point?
Joyce M. Lieberman
Northern Hlinois University
Kenneth P. King
Northern Illinois University

ver the past several years, faculty in the
Departn~erltof Teaching and Learning at NIU
have been actively working to realign the
curriculum for both pre- and in-service teachers with a
variety of dit'firent standards-ontent,
assessment,
and teacher-it1 at1 attempt ro better meet the needs of
an ever changing society. To effectively prepare
teachers with the knowledge and skills required to
successfully educate students, we must grapple with a
fundamental quest ion: What's the point of education?
Upon querying a variety of faculty in the College of
Education and a number of graduate students in the
curriculum leadership program, the consensus was that
the purpose of education is to educate good citizens. to
learn democratic habits of mind. and to promote life-
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long learning. Thomas Jefferson and John Dewey
would be proud. Accord~ngto Deborah Meier (20021,
"It is in schools where we learn the art of living together as citizens, and it i s in public schools that we are
clhliged to defend the idea of a public, not only a private
interest" (p. 176). For the most part, the business
cclmmunit y concurs with this purpose, emphasizing
skills such as analytical andcritical thinking, collaboralion, and teamwork.
Chatterji (2003) related the elements of the US
Department of Labor's instructio~~al
goals for high
school graduates, stating that by the end of high school,
students should be able to engage in the foll~wing
behaviors:
Decision-making
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Problem-solving
Comnlunication
Mathelllatical applications

Learning how to learn
Cooperative t earnwork
Leadership
Self-management (p. 1 6).
Chatterji uses these to underscore the point that
assessment increasingly relates to more abstract,
process-oriented slulls in addition to the traditional
content goals often associated with testing and assessment. It is also abundantly clear that movement across
the hsciplines-in professional educational organizations-is more toward process-oriented and problemsolving shlls. While some of these critical thinking and
problem sotving goals are present in the elements of
No Chi id Left Behind (NCLB) (2002), the focus
externally has beet1 on "making the grade" with respect
to the coming sets of high-stakes tests.
However, these purposes, presumably shared by
educators and the busi nzss community seem to be lost
in what Meier refers to as "an era of testing and
standardization." While faculty in the Department of
'Teaching and Learning strive to prepare future teachers and provide professional development to practicing
teachers for educating today's students, we must
recognize the current political, economic, and social

content of the standards, we beg the question: Is
teaching and learning literally about the standards. or
should we be focusing on the content identified in the
standards as tools for organizing instruction around
broader universal themes? If we are to educate
students based on the ideals of Jefferson and Dewey,
lifelong learning is essential.
And a more pressing issue, should acadern~c
achievement be based on test scores? It appears that
the tide is turning in this area as both local and national
reports abound on the gaping "loopholes" in NCLB. A
front page article In the September 28, 2003, Cl~irligo
Trihzrne claimed. "Schools toy~ngwith test results.
Some states meet standards with art of statistics." In
the September 24. 2003. edrtion of Educafim~LCCigck,
the commentary was titled. "The 'No Child' noose
tightens-but some states are slipp~ng11." Clearly
some policymakers and educat~onofficials have come
to realize that achieving a particular percentile on
standardized tests is neither the purpose of education
nor the panacea to cunnp lhe ills of education. Perhaps
NCLB has run its course. and its time to revive the
original intention of the ESEA, i.e.,go back to the
"basics" of striving to provide a quality education for all
students.
So, where do wc go from here? Our mission, and
we've chosen to accept it, is to prepare and develop
pre- and in-service teachers to recognize the realities
within which we teach and learn while balancing the
needs of educating a diverse population of learners. At

Some policym akers and education officials have corne to realize that
achieving a particular percentile on standardized tests is neither the
purpose of education nor the panacea to curing the ills of education.
. --.
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realities within which we currently operate; but we
must be true to the historically constant purpose of
education. In other words, we must provide balance
between the need to "meet or exceed" on standardized
tests with the need to excel in life until such time as we
are able to effect future policy to de-emphasize standardized testing.
Although for the most part, we agree with the

-

times this proves to be a "long and winding road." Wc

believe it's a road well worth traveling.
For more information about NW's course offerings, programs of study, or how they continue to
prepare teachers for the challenges ahead, please
contact any of the faculty whose work appears here.
You are also welcome to visit the LEPF Department's
home page at http://coe.cedu.niu.eduJt~rn!

--.- .- .
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